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Experts at seminar offer strategy to deal with radicalism in Pakistan 

Friday 23 August 2013 

Pakistan is not alone in facing the menace of radicalism and extremism, as several other 

countries too face similar problems, and are having their own respective measures to contain the 

scourge, said experts at the conclusion of a two-day seminar on 'Innovating means to resolve 

radical extremism in Pakistan.' They advised Pakistan to study and follow these role models 

while tackling the problem in the country. 

Organized by a nascent think tank, Center for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS), in Islamabad, 

the seminar on Wednesday urged the Pakistan government to establish a Counter Terrorism 

Strategy (CTS), which will be based on the intensive studies and analyses of the role models that 

other countries have successful implemented. 

In her concluding remarks after the end of the two-day deliberations, CPGS President Sen. Sehar 

Kamran, said: “The exercise has drawn a comprehensive outline for a national policy toward 

achieving societal harmony that should be the flag-bearer of future action if so adopted by the 

political leadership.” 

Sen. Sehar Kamran, the recipient of Tamgha-i-Imtiaz, said Pakistan needs a broad base policy 

over radical extremism and properly required political will and commitment not only on part of 

government but all segment of society.  

The idea to formulate CTS came as “Pakistan doesn‟t have a proper counter terrorism policy 

despite having suffered greatly in the war on terror, both physically and economically,” a final 

communiqué, issued at the end of the seminar, said. Such a move will get Pakistan rid of the 

menace for good, the experts observed.  

The CPGS on the occasion launched an ambitious project called SALAM, which aims at 

mobilizing “our national resources to wind-down the menace of radicalization,” according to 

CPGS Sen. Kamran. “Change can‟t be achieved overnight, but it will take a long and consistent 

effort — perhaps as long as it took to radicalize a peaceful society into a radical one,” she said. 
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Kamran stressed on a “political will and a comprehensive and well defined policy,” which she 

said will surely make the change possible.” 

Former Joint Chief of Staff Committee Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq held those madrassahs 

responsible that promoted “Jehadi fervor” and squarely blamed Al-Qaeda and Taleban that 

changed the global security dynamic.  

He said Pakistan bore the brunt of its fall out and suffered heavily in the war on terror and 

causalities has crossed 40,000.  

Sen. Mushahid Hussain Syed praised Kamran and stressed for a permanent solution of the 

radicalism as other countries like Turkey, Saudi Arabia and other Western and Gulf countries 

already adopted.  

Others who presented their viewpoints on radicalism included Prof. Dr. Jamil Qalandar, who 

spoke on „Growth of radicalization and its evolution in Pakistan,‟ Prof. Dr. Richard Bonney on 

„Western perspective of contemporary radicalism and extremism,‟ Dr. Muhammad Ilyas Khan 

on „Islamic perspective of contemporary radicalism‟; Prof. Dir Nazir Hussain on „Contemporary 

radical extremism and challenges and way forward,‟ Prof. Dr. Tahir Amin on „Innovating means 

to resolve radical extremism-case study of FATA,‟ and Ahmer Bilal Soofi Advocate of SC on 

„De-radicalization in Pakistan-legal structure, anomalies and recommendations.‟ 

  

http://www.arabnews.com/news/462179 
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Formation of Pak counter terrorism strategy sought 

Wednesday, 28 August 2013 

Experts at a seminar on “Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan” on 

Wednesday suggested the government to establish Counter Terrorism Strategy and following 

others countries role model who controlled extremism in their countries through appropriate 

measures. 

 Several countries have confronted the menace of radicalism, extremism and made progress by 

taking appropriate measures. Violent extremism is undoubtedly a vital issue today, and one that 

is actively destroying the very fabric of our society by creating and expanding the existing 

divides and damaging the image of Pakistan abroad, as well as constituting a serious threat to the 

peace and security both within the country and beyond its borders. Pakistan has suffered greatly 

in the war on terror both physically and economically and expressed dissatisfaction that still the 

country don‟t have proper counter terrorism policy. Therefore, the experts suggested the 

government to establish counter terrorism policy as early as possible and get ride of it once for 

ever. 

 The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) though a nascent think tank embarked upon 

project Sensitizing, Accessing, Linking, Acting, Monitoring (SALAM), which aims at 

mobilizing our national resources to wind-down the menace of radicalization. President of the 

CPGS Senator Sehar Kamran said Pakistan needs broad base policy over radical extremism and 

properly required political will and commitment not only on part of government but all segment 

of society.  Change can‟t be achieved over night, but it will take a long and consistent effort—

perhaps as long as it took to radicalize a peaceful society into a radical one. But if there is the 

political will and a comprehensive and well defined policy, the change becomes inevitable. 

 In carrying forward the project, she expressed the hoping to undertake a multidimensional 

approach and carry out a comprehensive plan of action under our mega Project SALAM, that 

entails sensitizing the society, accessing all possible groups and institutions, link their efforts, act 

to persuade decision makers and finally manage and monitor the progress. 

 Former Joint Chief of Staff Committee Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq told the participants that 

Pakistan has been in the forefront against the scourge of violent extremism and terrorism. After 
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9/11 incident, he said a mushroom growth of Madrassahs was founded and Jehadi fervor 

promoted in the Pakistan-Afghanistan border regions. This was to provide the base for creation 

of Alqaeda and the Taliban. The 9/11 incident was a game-changer in the global security 

dynamic but Pakistan has borne the brunt of its fall out and suffered heavily in the war on terror 

and causalities has crossed 40,000. He also claimed that the challenges of extremism and 

fundamentalism lie deep in Muslim conscious. 

 Haq further said we have to view the situation in its border ideological context and endeavor to 

seek effective response, through shared experiences, amongst the Muslim states and not 

restricted to national domain. The success model of others countries, who controlled extremism 

should be adopted and the mis-use of Islam stopped immediately. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.saudigazette.com.sa/index.cfm?method=home.PrintContent&fa=regcon&action=Prin

t&contentid=20130823177874&simplelayout=1 
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Project on soft power to fight extremism launched  

Saturday, July 27, 2013 

The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS), Islamabad, has recently launched a mega-

project titled „SALAM: Innovating Means to Resolve Radical Extremism in Pakistan‟. 

The aim of the project is to introduce measures for large scale de-radicalisation initiatives in 

Pakistan by suggesting viable policy options to all stakeholders. The project is particularly 

focused on devising non-military tools (soft power) to fight this menace. It will be carried out in 

3 phases. 

In the first phase of the project, a research study has been launched to trace the underlying causes 

of radicalism and extremism in Pakistani society. Certain social domains have been identified as 

possessing the greatest potential for giving rise to extremist or radical tendencies. 

An international seminar will also be held on the August 21 and 22 to bring together the entire 

social fabric of Pakistani society, including the policy makers, academics, and civil society 

members and begin the process of sensitising the community on the subject.  

The centre will also work as a mediator, and conduct interactive scenario workshops and 

roundtables between national and international experts to formulate a cohesive national response, 

refined and enriched by international experience and expertise, to root out the menace of 

extremism and radicalism from Pakistan. 

 

 

http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-192606-Project-on-soft-power-to-fight-extremism-

launched  

 

http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-192606-Project-on-soft-power-to-fight-extremism-launched
http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-192606-Project-on-soft-power-to-fight-extremism-launched
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CPGS launches initiative to counter extremism in Pakistan 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 

The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS), Islamabad, has recently launched a mega 

project titled „SALAM: Innovating Means to Resolve Radical Extremism in Pakistan‟.  

The aim of the project is to introduce measures for the large-scale de-radicalisation initiatives in 

Pakistan by suggesting viable policy options to all stakeholders. The project is particularly 

focused on devising non-military tools (soft power) to fight this menace. It will be carried out in 

three phases. 

In the first phase of the project, a research study has been launched to trace the underlying causes 

of radicalisation and extremism in Pakistani society. Certain social domains have been identified 

as possessing the greatest potential for giving rise to extremist or radical tendencies, such as 

religion, ideology, economic deprivation, communal apartheid, psychological, sociological and 

international realpolitik. CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran, while addressing journalists, 

said that these domains are under the introspection of various national and international scholars, 

who are conducting objective research on these topics for the Centre.  

She said an international seminar will also be held on August 21 and 22, 2013, to bring together 

the entire social fabric of Pakistani society, including the policy makers, academics, and civil 

society members and begin the process of sensitising the community on the subject. The Centre 

will also work as a mediator, and conduct interactive scenario workshops and roundtables 

between national and international experts to formulate a cohesive national response. This 

response will be refined and enriched by international experience and expertise, to root out the 

menace of extremism and radicalisation from Pakistan. 

At the tail-end of the project, the Centre aims to establish a model institute, hopefully in the 

vicinity of the Islamabad, where findings from the research and discourse phases of the project 

will be incorporated into a comprehensive programme, aimed at reintegrating the remote radical 

elements of the community back into mainstream society. This will be done via the provision of 
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basic, balanced social, technical, religious education and a programme for socio-psychological 

reintegration. 

Furthermore, a social media campaign will also be launched with the help of national and 

international media to enhance awareness and understanding about Pakistani society both in 

Pakistan and abroad, in particular about the menace of extremism, which is nibbling away at the 

basis of our cohesion and integrity as a society. 

Finally, the Centre hopes to devise a holistic and comprehensive strategy paper with viable 

policy options and necessary legislative measures that may be incorporated into the national 

constitution, to effectively counter the problem at the national level. This all-encompassing 

report will be presented to all governmental institutions concerned for necessary action.  

Sehar Kamran said the vision of CPGS is to contribute towards regional and international peace, 

harmony and security through sustainable intellectual discourse, on all matters having an impact 

on the lives of inhabitants of this region and the world at large. Its objective is to encourage 

discussion among national leaders, intellectuals and academicians to accelerate social, political 

and economic development, for the benefit of the people of Pakistan and the Gulf region. 

 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2013%5C07%5C27%5Cstory_27-7-

2013_pg7_14 
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CPGS to host seminar on extremism 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 

A 2-day interactive Seminar on 21st and 22nd of August, 2013 is being organized by the Center 

for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS). The Seminar will be held here in a local Hotel. Pertinent 

Scholars, defence and security experts, seasoned academics and analysts have been invited to 

discuss and deliberate on innovating ways and means to address the issue of radical extremism in 

Pakistan. The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS), a non-partisan and independent 

think-tank has initiated a project named „SALAM‟ (means peace), which is the primary objective 

of the CPGS. 

 

http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?id=215909 
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CPGS delegation calls on President Zardari 

August 22, 2013 

 

A delegation of Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) headed by its 

President Senator Sehar Kamran on Thursday called on President Asif Ali 

Zardari. The delegation consisted of a number of visiting scholars and 

management of CPGS including professor Dr Richard Bonney, Eemeritus 

Professor of Modern History, the University of Leicester, UK, Shaikh Saleh 

Bin Ahmed Saleh Diyab, Imam Al- Bukharia Mosque Madina, Saudi Arabia, 

Prof Dr Mehmat Ozoan, Chairman Ankara Strategy Institute, Turkey, Maj 

Gen ® Dr Anwar Bin Majid Bin Anwar Eshki, member Advisory Board 

CPGS and Tarek Abdul Hameed Mishkhas. 

 Spokesperson to the President Senator Farhatullah Babar, Nasreen Haque, 

secretary to the President, Asif Durrani Additional Secretary and other 

officials were also present during the meeting. 

Spokesperson Senator Farhatullah Babar said that President CPGS Senator 

Sehar Kamran briefed the President of Pakistan about an international 

seminar held by CPGS in Islamabad with the theme of „Resolving Radical 

Extremism and the proposed National Policy for Peace and Harmony‟.  
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She apprised the President about the basis, guiding principles and the four 

pronged strategy of the proposed national policy that included developing 

national consensus, transparency within law enforcement agencies and their 

capacity enhancement, improvement of education and promoting greater 

understanding between the government and other stakeholders. 

About the implementation mechanism of the policy, she said that the 

proposed policy suggested establishment of National Commission for Peace 

and Harmony, called for undertaking institutional and legal reforms to 

improve efficiency and effectiveness of intelligence and law enforcing 

agencies, improving existing judicial system for fair and speedy justice and 

initiating jail reforms, renaming and practically making them centres for 

personal correction. 

 The proposed mechanism also suggested reforms and measures with regards 

to institution of mosque and madaris and stressed upon the need for 

comprehensive education reforms, in both government and private sector, to 

achieve uniformity and national cohesion.  

It also suggested formulation of comprehensive national media policy for a 

cohesive and coordinated societal perception management promoting the 

cause of true Pakistani values, identity and interest, she informed the 

President. 

President Zardari appreciated the efforts of CPGS for undertaking analytical 

studies on various issues facing the region and creating greater understanding 

of the issues and challenges. 

 

http://www.app.com.pk/en_/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=

247271&Itemid=1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.app.com.pk/en_/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=247271&Itemid=1
http://www.app.com.pk/en_/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=247271&Itemid=1
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Experts call on government to form counterterrorism strategy 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 

By Ijaz Kakakhel 

Experts on Wednesday called on the government to form a counterterrorism strategy to eradicate 

extremism in Pakistan. 

At a seminar on “Innovating Means to Resolve Radical Extremism in Pakistan”, the participants 

said that several countries had confronted the menace of extremism and they overcame it through 

appropriate measures. Extremism is undoubtedly a vital issue today, and one that is actively 

destroying the very fabric of our society by creating and expanding the existing divides and 

damaging the image of Pakistan, as well as constituting a serious threat to the peace and security 

both within the country and beyond its borders, they added. The Centre for Pakistan and Gulf 

Studies (CPGS) arranged the two-day seminar and launched its project SALAM (Sensitising, 

Accessing, Linking, Acting and Monitoring), which is aimed at mobilising Pakistan‟s national 

resources to wind-down the menace of radicalisation. 

CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran said Pakistan needs broad based policies to eradicate 

extremism and requires political will and commitment not only on part of the government but 

also all segments of society. Change cannot be achieved over night, it will take a long and 

consistent effort perhaps, she added. She said if there was political will and a comprehensive and 

well-defined policy, the change becomes inevitable. 

In carrying forward the project, she expressed the hope to undertake a multidimensional 

approach and a comprehensive plan of action under project SALAM,  that entails sensitising the 

society, accessing all possible groups and institutions, linking their efforts, act to persuade 

decision makers and finally manage and monitor the progress. 

Former Joint Chief of Staff Committee Chairman Gen (r) Ehsanul Haq told the participants that 

Pakistan had been in the forefront of extremism and terrorism. After the 9/11 incident, he said a 

mushroom growth of madrassas was seen and jihadi fervour promoted in Pakistan-Afghanistan 

border regions. The 9/11 incident was a game-changer in the global security dynamic but 

Pakistan had borne the brunt of its fall out and suffered heavily in the war on terror and 

causalities had crossed 40,000, he added. 
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Haq further said that the situation should be seen in its border ideological context to seek 

effective response, through shared experiences, amongst the Muslim states and not restricted to 

just Pakistan. He said that success model of others countries, who overcame extremism, should 

be adopted and misuse of the name of Islam should be stopped immediately.  

Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed stressed for a permanent solution to radicalism like one adopted 

by other countries, including Turkey and Saudi Arabia. He added overcoming this problem was 

not an easy task and this challenge cannot be controlled by government, military, civil society, 

media and other stakeholder alone. During the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the whole world 

provided billion of dollars and promoted jihadi organisations and now the same countries were 

against it. It is high time that civil society played a more dynamic role for the eradication of this 

menace and the entire nation would have to work collectively towards the innovation of brighter 

future for Pakistan, he added. Mushahid praised Sehar Kamran for gathering experts and 

discussing such an important issue in Pakistan.  

The two-day seminar brought together renowned national and international experts to help 

develop creative and novel methods to counter the growing trends of extremism in Pakistan. 

Different experts presented their perspective approach on radicalism. They included Prof Dr 

Jamil Qalandar on “Growth of Radicalisation and its Evolution in Pakistan”, Prof Dr Richard 

Bonney on “Western Perspective of Contemporary Radicalism and Extremism”, and Dr 

Muhammad Ilyas Khan on “Islamic Perspective of Contemporary Radicalism.” Other experts 

presented their response to contemporary extremism, including Prof Dr Nazir Hussain on 

“Contemporary Radical Extremism and Challenges and Way Forward”, Prof Dr Tahir Amin on 

“Innovating Means to Resolve Radical Extremism-Case Study of FATA”, and Advocate Ahmer 

Bilal Soofi on “De-Radicalisation in Pakistan-Legal Structure, Anomalies and 

Recommendations”. The first day of the seminar included two working sessions and the 

discussions were followed by a brief workshop that divided attendees into four working groups 

to further deliberate the four core sectors of interest identified. It will continue today (Thursday). 

The event also marked the launch of the CPGS‟s annual journal “FORESIGHT: Global 

Challenges & Solutions”, by Gen (r) Ehsanul Haq and Senator Sehar Kamran. 

 

 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2013%5C08%5C22%5Cstory_22-8-

2013_pg11_7 

 

 

 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2013%5C08%5C22%5Cstory_22-8-2013_pg11_7
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2013%5C08%5C22%5Cstory_22-8-2013_pg11_7
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Early counter-terrorism strategy demanded 

August 22, 2013 

Experts at a seminar on Wednesday suggested the government to devise counter-terrorism 

strategy and follow others countries' role model which controlled extremism in their countries 

through appropriate measures. 

The experts addressing the seminar "Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan" 

also said that several countries were confronted the menace of radicalism, extremism and they 

overcame it through taking appropriate measures. Violent extremism is undoubtedly a vital issue 

today, and one that is actively destroying the very fabric of our society by creating and 

expanding the existing divides and damaging the image of Pakistan abroad, as well as 

constituting a serious threat to the peace and security both within the country and beyond its 

borders.  

They were of the opinion that Pakistan has suffered greatly in the war on terror both physically 

and economically and expressed dissatisfaction that still the country doesn't have proper counter-

terrorism policy. Therefore, the experts suggested the government to devise counter-terrorism 

policy as early as possible and get rid of it once forever. 

This was crux of the two days seminar arranged by Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) 

here at a local hotel. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, former Joint Chief of Staff Committee 

Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq, Prof Dir Nazir Hussain, Prof Dr Tahir Amin, Senator Sehar Kamran 

and several other experts participated in the event. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed in his address stressed for permanent solution of the radicalism 

as other countries like Turkey, Saudi Arabia and other Western and Gulf countries have already 

adopted. Overcoming this problem is not an easy task and needs joint work to control it. During 

Soviet invasion in Afghanistan, the whole world provided billions of dollars and promoted these 

Jihadi organisations and now the same countries are against it. It is high time that civil society 

plays a more dynamic role in the eradication of this menace, and the entire nation works 

collectively towards the innovation of brighter future for Pakistan.  

Senator Sayed praised Senator Sehar Kamran for collecting experts and discussing such 

important issue like radical extremism in Pakistan.  
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Senator Sehar Kamran said Pakistan needs broad based policy over radical extremism and 

properly required political will and commitment not only on part of government but all segment 

of society. Change can't be achieved overnight but it will take a long and consistent effort, 

perhaps as long as it took to radicalise a peaceful society into a radical one. But if there is the 

political will and a comprehensive and well-defined policy, the change becomes inevitable. 

Former Joint Chief of Staff Committee Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq told the participants that 

Pakistan has been in the forefront against the scourge of violent extremism and terrorism.  

The 9/11 incident was a game-changer in the global security dynamic but Pakistan has borne the 

brunt of its fallout and suffered heavily in the war on terror and casualties have crossed 40,000. 

He also claimed that the challenges of extremism and fundamentalism lie deep in Muslim 

conscious.  

Haq further said, "We have to view the situation in its broader ideological context and endeavour 

to seek effective response, through shared experiences, amongst the Muslim states and not 

restricted to national domain." The success model of others countries, which controlled 

extremism, should be adopted and misusing the name of Islam must be stopped immediately. 

The two-day international seminar brought together renowned national and international experts 

across the professional spectrum to help develop creative and novel methods to counter the 

growing trends of violent extremism in Pakistan. Different experts presented their perspective 

approach on radicalism. They include Prof Dr Jamil Qalandar on "Growth of radicalisation and 

its evolution in Pakistan", Professor Dr Richard Bonney on "Western perspective of 

contemporary radicalism and extremism", and Dr Muhammad Ilyas Khan on "Islamic 

perspective of contemporary radicalism. 

Other experts presented their response to contemporary radical extremism. They include Prof Dir 

Nazir Hussain on "Contemporary radical extremism and challenges and way forward", Prof Dr 

Tahir Amin on "innovating means to resolve radical extremism-case study of FATA", and 

Ahmer Bilal Soofi Advocate of SC on "De-radicalisation in Pakistan-legal structure, anomalies 

and recommendations." 

 

 

http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/editors-picks/22-Aug-

2013/early-counter-terrorism-strategy-demanded 

 

  

 

http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/editors-picks/22-Aug-2013/early-counter-terrorism-strategy-demanded
http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/editors-picks/22-Aug-2013/early-counter-terrorism-strategy-demanded
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CPGS Seminar proposes strategy to counter terrorism 

Strategy includes measures for peace and harmony 

Gen. Ehsan-ul-Haq calls for holistic approach to defeat extremism 

August 23, 2013 

Experts participating in the two day international seminar organised by the Centre for Pakistan 

and Gulf Studies (CPGS) proposed a strategy to the government to fight terrorism and extremism 

prevailing in the country. The strategy includes measures to ensure peace and harmony in the 

country. 

The proposed strategy has been recommended to the government for its policy guidance on 

critical issues relating to radicalism, religious extremism and terrorism. This strategy has been 

named as „SALAM‟ based on initials. The initials are: 

S - Sensitize, A - Access, L - Link, A - Act ,M - Monitor  

Addressing the concluding session of the seminar, President CPGS Senator Sehar Kamran 

highlighted the guiding principles that formed basis of the proposed strategy. She said, the 

experts participating in the seminar fully recognized the importance of Islamic ideals of freedom, 

equality, tolerance and social justice. She said, we need to fulfill the imperatives of these 

principles to root out the basic causes of extremism and terrorism.  

The policy emphasizes the need for peaceful settlement of all intra societal disputes and 

provision of adequate platforms to encourage dialogue between all segments of society 

representing different views. Main purpose of the policy to reinforce social cohesion, peace and 

harmony in support of national security imperative of Pakistan by addressing extremism, 

radicalism and to prevent the promotion of violence and intolerance in order to implement 

proposed action plan in a coordinated and co-operative manner keeping in view local social, 

religious, political and economic realities of Pakistani society. 

The policy was recommended after deliberation of working groups of the two days seminar on 

“Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan.” Main objectives of the Policy were 

to define and promote Pakistani national identity, values and symbols, deny ideological support 

to the extremist groups and produce a unified national narrative and advise institutional reforms 

in the field of intelligence, law and enforcement, necessary to ensure speedy dispensation of 

justice. 
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Other objectives of the Policy are reducing recruitment space to the extremists through 

education, skill development, employment opportunities and related initiatives and promote and 

build closer collaboration, liaison, information-sharing and trust between state and society, 

encouraging increased participation in national affairs by all segments of the society. 

In his remarks at the concluding session of the seminar, Chairman CPGS Board of Governors, 

Gen. (Retd) Ehsan-ul-Haq said, Pakistan is faced by complex problems of extremism and 

terrorism and it needs to adopt a matching strategy to overcome the challenges. He said, the 

experts at the seminar expressed very useful insights regarding the issues of extremism and 

terrorism. He was happy to note that leading experts from Pakistan as well as abroad had 

prepared a strategy keeping in view all aspects of the issues involved and with focus on ground 

situation. 

Earlier Gen. Ehsan-ul-Haq in his inaugural address had touched on all relevant factors of 

extremism and terrorism. He told the participants that Pakistan has been in the forefront against 

the scourge of violent extremism and terrorism. After 9/11 incident, he said there was a 

mushroom growth of Madrasahs and Jehadi fervour was promoted in the Pakistan-Afghanistan 

border regions. This was to provide the base for creation of Al-Qaida and the Taliban. The 9/11 

incident was a game-changer in the global security dynamics but Pakistan had to bear the brunt 

of its fall out and suffered heavily in the war on terror. Causalities in Pakistan as a result of 

terrorist incidents crossed 40,000.  

Haq further said we have to view the situation in its border ideological context and endeavour to 

seek effective response, through shared experiences, among the Muslim states. The participants 

also proposed formation of an independent „National Commission for Peace and Harmony‟ 

representing all segments of the society for the effective implementation of the policy. The 

participants called for initiating legal and judicial reforms to improve existing judicial system for 

fair and speedy justice and incorporate mechanism for prevention of crime. They urged the 

government to take ownership of the important institutions of Mosque and Madrisa, initiate 

educational reforms and also media reforms.  

On the second day of the conference, the first session was chaired by Professor Dr Richard 

Bonney. Speakers included renowned scholars including Maj Gen Anwar Bin Majid Bin Anwar 

Eshki, Professor Dr. Mehmat Ozcan, Faheem ul Hamid and Shaikh Saleh Bin Ahmed Saleh 

Diyab shared their experiences about „Violent Extremism‟. The second session was chaired by 

Dr Mehmat Ozcan of Turkey while experts including Dr Manzar Abbas Zaidi, Air Commodore 

(R) Khalid Iqbal and Dr Sarfraz Ansari also spoke about the challenges and the way forward. 

http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?id=216110 
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CPGS forms national policy on terrorism 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 

To overcome terrorism in the country, the Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) has 

recommended “National Policy for Peace and Harmony”, which if implemented will greatly help 

the government get rid of radicalism in Pakistan. 

The policy emphasises on the need for peaceful settlement of all intra-societal disputes and 

provision of adequate platforms to encourage dialogue between all segments of the society. The 

main purpose of the policy is to reinforce social cohesion, peace and harmony in support of the 

national security imperative of Pakistan by keeping in view social, religious, political and 

economic realities of Pakistani society. 

The policy was recommended after deliberation of different working groups of the two-day 

seminar on “Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan”. The main objective of 

the policy is to define and promote Pakistani national identity, values and symbols, deny 

ideological support to extremist groups and produce a unified national narrative and advise 

institutional reforms in the field of intelligence and law enforcement necessary to ensure speedy 

dispensation of justice. 

Other objectives of the policy are reducing recruitment space to extremists through education, 

skill development and employment opportunities; by promoting and building close collaboration, 

liaison, information sharing and trust between state and society, encouraging increased 

participation in national affairs by all segments of the society. 

CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran, in the concluding remarks, said that the government 

should initiate support programmes and projects encouraging loyalty and commitment to the 

country, especially its legal structures, and the promotion of Pakistani values. She said the policy 

aimed to build and promote closer collaboration, liaison, information sharing and trust between 

the government and civil society encouraging increased participation in national affairs by the 

disengaged or marginalised. 

She said the policy could be implemented in five steps inline with its objectives. “This task is 

enormous and cannot be undertaken alone by any government, political party or group. There is 
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an urgent need to start the process at the earliest. The policy lays down broad parameters and 

guidelines for a proposed plan of action, which if implemented, may begin a shift towards the 

right direction,” she added. 

She said that it was time for reflection, both for yesteryear and for what lies ahead. “We should 

recall the message of peace, rule of law and equal rights for all, as outlined in the nation‟s 

founding precepts. Together with this, we remember how our society experienced harmony and 

mutual tolerance until the 1970s,” she said. 

She further said that there was need to go beyond security and intelligence approaches, adding 

that necessary proactive measures were needed to prevent vulnerable individuals from 

radicalising. This broader conception of counter-radicalisation was manifested in the counter and 

de-radicalisation programmes of a number of Middle Eastern, Southeast Asian, and European 

countries, she added. 

On the final day of the seminar, two different sessions were held where the speakers presented 

models from different countries that controlled extremism in their respective countries. Maj Gen 

Dr Anwar Bin Majid Bin Anwar Eshki shared experience of dealing with extremism and its 

impact on the Saudi society. Ankara Strategy Institute Turkey Chairman Prof Dr Mehmet Ozcan 

explained Turkey‟s experience of dealing with extremism. Other experts also presented their 

point of view over growing radicalism in Pakistan and its solutions. 

 

 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2013%5C08%5C25%5Cstory_25-8-

2013_pg11_1 
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Experts suggest Pakistan Govt. to devise effective counter-terrorism strategy 

August 23 2013 

Scholars and Experts suggested the government to devise counter-terrorism strategy and follow 

others countries' role model which controlled extremism in their countries through appropriate 

measures at a seminar last in Islamabad . 

The experts addressing the seminar "Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan" 

also said that several countries were confronted the menace of radicalism, extremism and they 

overcame it through taking appropriate measures. 

Violent extremism is undoubtedly a vital issue today, and one that is actively destroying the very 

fabric of our society by creating and expanding the existing divides and damaging the image of 

Pakistan abroad, as well as constituting a serious threat to the peace and security both within the 

country and beyond its borders. 

They were of the opinion that Pakistan has suffered greatly in the war on terror both physically 

and economically and expressed dissatisfaction that still the country doesn't have proper counter-

terrorism policy. Therefore, the experts suggested the government to devise counter-terrorism 

policy as early as possible and get rid of it once forever. 

This was crux of the two days seminar arranged by Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies (CPGS) 

here at a local hotel. Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed, former Joint Chief of Staff Committee 

Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq, Prof Dir Nazir Hussain, Prof Dr Tahir Amin, Senator Sehar Kamran 

and several other experts participated in the event. 

Senator Mushahid Hussain Sayed in his address stressed for permanent solution of the radicalism 

as other countries like Turkey, Saudi Arabia and other Western and Gulf countries have already 

adopted. Overcoming this problem is not an easy task and needs joint work to control it. 
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During Soviet invasion in Afghanistan, the whole world provided billions of dollars and 

promoted these Jihadi organisations and now the same countries are against it. It is high time that 

civil society plays a more dynamic role in the eradication of this menace, and the entire nation 

works collectively towards the innovation of brighter future for Pakistan. 

Senator Sayed praised Senator Sehar Kamran for collecting experts and discussing such 

important issue like radical extremism in Pakistan. 

Senator Sehar Kamran said Pakistan needs broad based policy over radical extremism and 

properly required political will and commitment not only on part of government but all segment 

of society. Change can't be achieved overnight but it will take a long and consistent effort, 

perhaps as long as it took to radicalise a peaceful society into a radical one. But if there is the 

political will and a comprehensive and well-defined policy, the change becomes inevitable. 

Former Joint Chief of Staff Committee Gen (Retd) Ehsanul Haq told the participants that 

Pakistan has been in the forefront against the scourge of violent extremism and terrorism. 

The 9/11 incident was a game-changer in the global security dynamic but Pakistan has borne the 

brunt of its fallout and suffered heavily in the war on terror and casualties have crossed 40,000. 

He also claimed that the challenges of extremism and fundamentalism lie deep in Muslim 

conscious. 

Haq further said, "We have to view the situation in its broader ideological context and endeavour 

to seek effective response, through shared experiences, amongst the Muslim states and not 

restricted to national domain." The success model of others countries, which controlled 

extremism, should be adopted and misusing the name of Islam must be stopped immediately. 

The two-day international seminar brought together renowned national and international experts 

across the professional spectrum to help develop creative and novel methods to counter the 

growing trends of violent extremism in Pakistan. Different experts presented their perspective 

approach on radicalism. They include Prof Dr Jamil Qalandar on "Growth of radicalisation and 

its evolution in Pakistan", Professor Dr Richard Bonney on "Western perspective of 

contemporary radicalism and extremism", and Dr Muhammad Ilyas Khan on "Islamic 

perspective of contemporary radicalism. 

Other experts presented their response to contemporary radical extremism. They include Prof Dir 

Nazir Hussain on "Contemporary radical extremism and challenges and way forward", Prof Dr 

Tahir Amin on "innovating means to resolve radical extremism-case study of FATA", and 

Ahmer Bilal Soofi Advocate of SC on "De-radicalisation in Pakistan-legal structure, anomalies 

and recommendations. 

 

http://www.nihao-salam.com/news-detail.php?id=NDQxOQ 

http://www.nihao-salam.com/news-detail.php?id=NDQxOQ
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Policy to end terrorism floated by CPGS  

 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 

To eradicate the ongoing terrorism in the country, a think tank Centre for Pakistan and Gulf 

Studies (CPGS) has recommended „National Policy for Peace and Harmony‟ to help the 

government get rid of this menace. 

The policy emphasizes the need for peaceful settlement of all intra societal disputes and 

provision of adequate platforms to encourage dialogue between all segments of society 

representing different views. Main purpose of the policy to reinforce social cohesion, peace and 

harmony in support of national security imperative of Pakistan by addressing extremism, 

radicalism and to prevent the promotion of violence and intolerance in order to implement 

proposed action plan in a coordinated and co-operative manner keeping in view local social, 

religious, political and economic realities of Pakistani society. 

The policy was recommended after deliberation of different working groups of the two-day 

seminar on „Innovating means to resolve radical extremism in Pakistan‟ here. Main objectives of 

the policy were to define and promote Pakistani national identity, values and symbols, deny 

ideological support to the extremist groups and produce a unified national narrative and advise 

institutional reforms in the field of intelligence, law and enforcement, necessary to ensure speedy 

dispensation of justice. 

Other objectives of the policy are reducing recruitment space to the extremists through 

education, skill development, employment opportunities and related initiatives and promote and 

build closer collaboration, liaison, information-sharing and trust between state and society, 

encouraging increased participation in national affairs by all segments of the society. 

 The recommended national policy may be implemented in five steps in line with these 

objectives. “This task is enormous and cannot be undertaken alone by any government, political 

party or group but there is an urgent need to start the process at the earliest,” the speakers at the 

seminar said. 

CPGS President Senator Sehar Kamran in concluding remarks said that the government should 

initiate support programmes and projects encouraging loyalty and commitment to the country, 
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especially its legal structures, and the promotion of Pakistan values. She said there is an 

emerging consensus among analysts and practitioners that to defeat the threat posed by violent 

extremism. Major General Dr Anwar Bin Majid Bin Anwar Eshki shared experience of dealing 

with violent extremism and its impact on Saudi Society. Ankara Strategy Institute Turkey 

Chairman Professor Dr Mehmat Ozcan explained Turkey‟s experience of dealing with 

extremism. Other experts also presented their point of view over growing radicalism in Pakistan 

and their solution. 

CPGS Chairman General (r) Ehsanul Haq told the participants that extremism is life and death 

issue in Pakistan and also beyond its boundaries. 

 

 

http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-197966-Policy-to-end-terrorism-floated-by-CPGS 
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